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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA \
)

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING' BOARD

O 4 - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _x

5 In the Matter ofs s

a i

6 ARMED FORCES RADI3 BIOLOGY s

RESEARCH INSTITUTE a Docket Nos.
7 s

TRIGA-Type Research Reactor a 50-170
8 :

Cobalt-60 Storage Facility a 30-6931
9

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _x
10

7735 Old Georgetown Road
11 Room 6110

Bethesda, Maryland
12 Friday, October 15, 1982

13 The hearing in the above-entitled matter

() 14 convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m.

15 BEFORE:

16 HELEN F. H0YT, Chairman
Administrative Judge

17
: ERNEST HILL, Member

18 Administrative Judge
s

19 DAVID R. SCHINK, Member
Administrative Judge
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1 E B 9 G E E D I N_G1
2 JUDGE H0YT The hearing will come to order.

3 Let the record reflect that on this 15th day

4 of October, 1982, the prehearing conference called by -

5 the order of this Board of October 1, 1982, has been

6 convened in the matter of the Armed Forces Radiobiology.

7 Besearch In s ti tu te , TRIGA-Type research reactor, Docket

8 No. 50-170, and cobalt-60 storage facility, Docket No.

9 30-6931.

10 At this time the Board wishes to introduce

11 itself to the participants in this case.

12 At this time we will have that light bouncing

13 off the wall right now up, either up or off.

() 14 CAMERAMANs I can 't make pictures with it off,

15 and I can't make pictures with it bouncing. I need a

16 certain light level.

17 JUDGE H0YTa Sir, that is your problem.

1a The Board wishes to introduce itself to you

19 this morning. I have replaced the previous Chairman of

20 this Board, and my name is Judge Helen F. H oyt. Judge

21. Hill to my immedia te lef t and Judge Schink to my
!

| 22 immediate right have been members of the Board since it

23 was originally constituted. I think you have all have

24 received orders indicating my replacement. If you have
{}

25 not, one can be made available to you.

! .

(
j ()
l
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1 At this time I would like to take appearances,

2 and also indicate to you that a notice of appearance has

3 been filed with the Board as of this morning for Henry

9 4 J. -- and I'll spell the last name -- M-c-G-u-r-r-e-n.

5 Let's take the appearances first of the Applicant in

6 this ese.

7 NR. RICKARD: My name is David Rickard. I am

8 associated with the Defense Nuclear Agency, which is the

9 parent organization of the Armed Forces Radiobiology i

10 Research Institute.

11 Io my right, to provide me what technical

12 assistance I would possibly need, is Major Ronald

13 Smoker, who is at the Armed Forces Radiobiology

14 Institute.

15 JUDGE H0YT4 Thank you.

16 To the Intervenors.

17 MS. ENTWISLEa My name is Elizabeth Entwisle

18 and I am counsel for the Intervenor in this case, the

19 Citizens for Nuclear Reactor Safety, Incorporated.

20 JUDGE H0YT: Would you identify your

21 colleagues with you at your tsble, please, counsel?

22 MS. ENTWISLE: Yes. To my left is Ms. Laura
j

23 Macklin. ;

24 MS. MACKLIN: Good morning. |

25 JUDGE H0YT4 Good morning.

O
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1 MS. ENTWISLE: She's co-counsel for

2 Intervenor, and she is here on behalf of the Institute

3 for Public Representation.

O 4 MR. MACKLINa Tha t's correct. We are joining

5 in representing the Intervenor.

6 JUDGE H0YTa Thank you. Have you both filed

7 notices of appearances?

8 MR. MACKLINa I believe so. I believe th e re

9 may be some question with respect to whether or not I

10 have enterad an appearance formally in the reactor

11 proceeding. I have done so in the cobalt proceeding.

12 And if there is any question, I will go ahead and do

13 that. I have been signing the pleadings throughout the

() 14 year.

15 JUDGE H0YTa You were intervenors in both

16 dockets? Is that what I am to understand?

17 MS. MACKLINa That's correct.

18 MS. ENTWISLE: To my right is Dr. William

19 Lankford.

20 JUDGE H0YTs "Linford"?
1

21 MS. ENTWISLEa Lankford.

22 MR. LANKFORD: L-a-n-k-f-o-r-d.

23 JUDGE H0YTa Thank you, sir.

24 MS. ENTWISLEa At George Mason University in
{}

25 the physics department. Do you want to give your title

O
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j3 1 there? -

v
2 MR.fLANKFORD: I'm a prof essor of physics at

3 George Mason.

4 JUDGE H0YTs Is that nuclear physics, sir? Or

5 just physics in the general sense?

6 MR. LANKFORDs The department is a general

7 department, but my own background is nuclear physics..

8 JUDGE H0YTs Fine. All righ t, sir, for the

9 Staff.

10 MR. BACHMANN4 For the Staff, my name is
"

11 Richard G. Bachmann. I've already filed a notice of

12 appearance in both of these proceedings.

13 To my immediate right is Mr. Robert Carter.
.

() 14 He is the project manager for the Staff, the technical

15 end of our review. And to my second right is Mr.

16 McGurren, whose notice of appearance you have already

17 stated.

18 JUDGE H0YT: Thank you.

19 Are there any preliminary matters bef ore we
~

20 open up this morning that anyone may wish to enter at

21 this time.

22 (No response.)

|
23 JUDGE H0YT Very well. I would think that I I

24 may very well strike a sympathetic chord with the |{}
25 various attorneys in this case at least. Having come

bl%J
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t

| 1 into the case and having Dr. Hill out in California and

'

2 Dr. Schink in Texas, somehow the Bell Telephone did not
'

j 3 seem sufficient to get me caught up in the case and

( 4 really to let us fetermine where we were.

5 I would be less than honest to say to you that

6 I am so thoroughly briefed in this case and so

7 thoroughly. read'up on the files in this case that I

8 would not wish to have the benefit of your counsel here

9 this morning.
.

10 Dr. Schink kindly agreed to come into

11 Washington from his very heavy schedule there at Texas

12 ACM, although he vill not miss the Baylor game

13 tomorrow.
^

() 14 (Laughter.)

15 JUDGE H0YTs The fact that Dr. Hill was here

16 has afforded us this opportunity to try to meet with you

17 and determine if we can move this docket in the AFRRI

18 case, which is the one I'd like to discuss with you

19 first -- I' m sorry, the TRIGA case, the TRIGA-Type

20 research reactor, Docket 50-170, off of what appears to

21 se as dead centar. And let's find out why we can't move

22 that one into a hearing posture, and find out what you

23 folks want to do with it.

(~N 24 Ihat is just, in very simpla lay terms, why we
N..) *

25 have asked you to come here this morning and meet with

|

()
|

|
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1 us and determine what we can do in relation to makirg

2 some forward progress on this case. I am not satisfied

3 with taking pleadings 4 I posed the question and it |

9 1

4 wasn't answered, and I've answered the question and

5 that's all the information I have. We're just not

6 getting anywhere with filing that type of pleadings, and

7 I want to get some movement one way or the other.

8 I would like to start off with the Applicant,

9 the Licensees, whose interrogatories seem to have posed

10 all sorts of problems, and see if we can get some

11 resolution of that. And I don't mean resolution

12 tomorrow; I mean today.

13 I will ssk counsel for the Licensee if you

() 14 have any thoughts or any guidance you want to put

15 forward to the assemblage and see if we can determine

16 what we can do with these interrogatories and what

17 amounts to a f euding situation between the parties.

18 MR. RICKARDs We share your fundamental

19 concern, Your Honor, with the idea that in October of

20 1980 we filed the application; in October of 1982 we

21 don't seem to be very far advanced into determining

22 whether or not our license will be renewed. .

23 As to the interrogatories, we have felt that

24 the manner in which we approach the interrogatories, I

25 think is pretty apparent from them, is to take the

O
-U
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1 contentions and say --

2 JUDGE H0YT Let me stop you right there,

3 counselor. It's not pretty apparent to me, and possibly

9 4 to my colleagues here.

5 HR. RICKARDs Okay, that's fair enough. Let

8 se explain.

7 JUDGE H0YT4 Please.

8 HR. RICKARD: We began with the contentions

g that had been admitted back in Hay of '81, and we

10 framed, and in fact included the contention in the
,

4

11 interrogatory and f ramed interrogatories that, not

12 exclusively but I think in large measure, can be

13 described as s What do you contend would happen? What

h 14 is your contention?

15 And to a degree we have gotten responses to

18 those interrogatories. To' a degree, we have learned

17 f rom the Citizens group what it is that they believe

18 might occur, what ther postulats might oc cr.

Ig Io some degree, however, we have not had a

20 response that gives us any inkling at all, any more

21 inkling now than we had before, as to what it was or

22 wha t it is that might happen in a scenario that they

1
23 postulate. j

(~/3
24 JUDGE H0YT Let me stop you there and ask you|

\_
25 this, then. Can you pinpoint wherein the interrogatory

.
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f3 1.that you have propounded is deficient? And can you tell
V

2 us precisely where it is deficient? You have spoken in

3 generalities, and I think we're down now to the "put up

4 or shut up" situation.

5 HR. RICKARD: Let's take s look at

6 interrogatories 12 through 22, for example.

7 JUDGE H0YT All right, let's look st those

8 interrogatories then and follow along with you wherein

9 You find those deficiancias.

10 I want to be sure that you folks for the

11 Intervenors understand here that you're going to get a

12 full crack at all these arguments.

13 HR. MACKLIN: Yes, Your Honor.

() 14 JUDGE H0YTs I'm not going to short-change

15 anyone, I assure you.

16 Now let's look at the interrogator'ies and

17 let 's point out those pages. I think they started on

18 page 2 of the interrogatories filed -- there were 37 and

19 I believe they were filed on 30 September '81, is that

20 correct?
-s

21 MR. RICKARDs Yes, ma 'am, that 's correct.

22 JUDGE H0YTa All right. Now, on page 2, which

23 is your first one, I think you had no problem. You
I

24 started out with what nuabar?

25 NR. RICKARD: I began using for an example 12

()
I
i

|
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r3 1 through 22.
\j

2 JUDGE H0YTs I' don't want examples. I want

13 pinpointed problems. *
l

O 4 MR. RICKARD: Okay. Let's begin with number
:

5 12, then and look at the pinpointed problems.

6 JUDGE HOYTs I'm going to assume that if you

7 start with 12, 1 through 11 have no problems in the

8 responses that you have received.

9 MR. RICKARDa Okay, we have no --

10 (Board conferring.)

11 JUDGE H0YTa I think, according to Dr.

12 Schink's list here, you didn't have any problems with at

| 13 least the first five or six. 7(b) or (c), and 7(d)
.

() 14 interrogatories, your response to that interrogatory was

15 the first one you had a problem with.

16 All right, 7(a). The response to that was

17 deficient.

18 MR. RICKARDa The difficulty with our being as

19 completely prepared as this Board deserves us to be

20 prepared is that we rece'ived what are supplemental --

21 yet a second supplemental the day before yesterday. We

22 have not really had an opportunity to take the original

,

23 answer, the first supplement, the second supplement, put

'

24 them together and see now, does this all add up. You

25 know, have we gotten to the point that we can reasonably

a

l
v
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rs 1 expect to get; is the question answered?()
2 That's why we are doing the fumble routine

3 trying to do that now. I'm uncomfortable with that,

4 candidly.

5 Part of the reason I went to interrogatories

6 12 through 22 and said "for example" is that the most -

7 recent supplement answers those 10 or 11 interrogatories

8 on one page. The point I was going to try to make as to

9 those interrogatories was that it seems that Dr.

10 Stillman or that the Citizens group perhaps

11 misunderstand the question.

12 The questions in general deal with -- or they

13 take specific incidents that have occurred, have been

() 14 reported to the NRC. And my understanding of the

15 answers that we have received, which appear basically on

16 one page, is the Citizens group would say to us, how is

17 it that you expect us to know more about this incident

18 than you, the fellows that were sitting there watching

19 it happen, know.

20 And of course the answer to that is, they're

21 right, we certainly don't. What we have tried to say in

22 those interrogatories iss Assumo that this incident

23 occurred; how do you make the connection between the

24 occurrence of this incident and a release of' radiation{
25 to the environment?

O
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1 That is what we are driving at on those kinds

2 of interrogatories for the most part. There are a )
3 couple of other questions. We asked one somewhat

O 4 self-serving questions How is it that you

5 discovered --

8 JUDGE H0YTa Just one?

7 (Laughter.)

8 HR. RICKARD Well, how is it that you

9 determined -- or how was this malfunction discovered?

10 And of course, we had hoped that they would examine the

11 docket and learn that we had discovered that during a

12 preoperational check prior to running the reactor.

| 13 But essentially it seems that our point has

() 14 been, what do you contend? In other words, take these

15 as givens, they happen. There is no dispute that ther

18 did happen. How could ther -- you know, speculate for

17 me, please, hypothesize. What do you mean when you say,

18 if this happens there vill be a release to the

1g environment?
,

20 NAJOR SM0KERa Could I add to that?

21 HR. RICKARD: Yes. Please do.

22 MAJOR SMOKERS Also, Your Honor, we received

23 their interrogatories and we answered every one of them

24 in a timely manner. We still have not received all the

25 ansvers 'to the interrogatories that we have sent them.

O
Q

1
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(m 1 That sort of leaves us in a very ambiguous position. We
3V

2 don 't know what their real complaints are and we can't

3 address these complaints.

.4 That's why we went for the -- On the

5 scientists' side, we 're very concerned because this is

6 dragging out and it's affecting our operations as f ar as

7 we're spending so much time.on administrative paperwork
,

8 and we're not getting on to business. This has drug

9 out, as our counsel had said.

10 What we've asked them to do -- in fact, the

11 Court had aven ordered them to answer the questions.

12 The last set we asked, I think the numbers were -- we

13 asked 86 questions, we got 58 responses. Now those

() 14 responses did not answer those 86 questions. Only

15 something like 21 of the responses that they responded

16 to here the other 1sy, we didn't even ask for. They

17 answered questions that they had previously answered.

18 They haven't even followed the Atomic Safety

19 Licensing Board's ordar to answer the questions.

20 HR. MACKLINs Your Honor, we would like to be

21 heard at some point.

22 JUDGE H0YTa You're going to get equal time,

23 and you can even run a stopwatch on it if you want to,

24 ma 'am . We'll be sure that you get all the time that you{
25 need to respond to every allegation or insinuation

i

xs/ |
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1 problem --

2 MAJOR SMOKER: Fact.

3 JUDGE H0YTs -- or word that's spoken.

4 All right, go ahead.

5 MAJOR SMOKER: But in any case --

8 JUDGE H0YT s Let's cut it a little briefer.

7 MAJOR SMOKERS Yes, ma'am. That basically

8 wraps it up right there.

9 JUDGE H0YTs All right.

10 MAJOR SMOKER: We have not received 'the

11 answers to our interrogatories. That has held up the

12 proceeding, in my opinion.

13 JUDGE H0YTs You're stating, if I understand
,

() 14 you correctly, that -the Board's order has not been

15 complied with?

18 MAJOR SMOKER: Yes, ma'am.

17 JUDGE H0YTs Can you specifically indicate

18 which ones and where? And take your time. Why don't

19 you just take your time there. Then we 'll come back to

20 you later on and find out what you've done with the

21 files, and you can give us a little bit more complete

22 answer than you =an now.

23 Anything else from you, sir?

24 MR. RICKARDs No, sir -- no, ma'am.
x)

25 JUDGE H0YTs Now, which one of you ladies

O
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1 vants to shoot first?

2 MR. MACKLIN: I beg your pardon. I'll let Ms.

3 Entwisle proceed.

4 JUD;E H3YT: All right. Fine.

5 MS. ENTWISLEa I 'll sta rt, anyway. Our

6 position is that as we sit here today we have responded
,

7 in substance and in completeness to all of '.he an vers,

8 with the exceptions which I can lay out to you by

9 sub-interrogatory number at this point.

10 JUDGE H3YT: All right, do it. *

11 MS. ENTWISLE4 12(a), 12(c), 12(d); 13; 14;

12 15(b) through (d); 16(a), (b), (f); 17.

13 JUDGE H0YT: Am I reading that (f) as in

() 14 " Frank"?

15 MS. ENTWISLE: That's right.

16 17(c), (d); 18(a), (c), and (d); 19 (a ), (c)

17 and (f); 20(a), (b) and (d); 21(a) and (e); 22(a), (d)

18 and (e); 29(e).

19 JUDGE H0YT: Now, what you have just read to

20 us is the list of those interrogatories which you have

21 not answered completely?

22 MS. ENTWISLE: Those interrogatories we have

23 answered to the best of our ability, given the

-

| ('}
24 information we have received from the licensing I

| -N_/
25 documents and from the documents which exist on public

t

! (*)1 x-

i
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1 file in the public documents room. Those a re -- if you

2 look at those numbers, they correspond with the numbers

3 for which we have asked for a protective order from the

4 Board pending issuance of more information from the

5 Licensee from which we can propound substantive

6 answers.

7 JUDGE H3YT: Anything else?

8 MS. ENTWISLE4 Excuse me one moment.

9 (Pause.)

to

11

12
.

13

14 -

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
,

|
l 22 '

23

O ''

| 25

O
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!

|
1 MS. ENTWISLE: One further item, Your Honor.

2 That is that we have filed three separate sets of

3 responses to the Licensee's First Set of

4 Interrogatories. It was in the second response that we

5 made the point that we were unable to further respond to

6 those numbers I have just read to you until we have

7 received more information f rom the Licensee. And what

8 they have most recently received does not bear upon

9 those questions at all.

10 What they have received most recently states

11 in a summary fashion that they are in the possession of

12 the information that we need, but those numbers were

13 responded to item by item in the Second Response to

() 14 Interrogatories, which was filed back in early August

15 1982. So to say it this point that they have not had

16 time to review simply does not make sense because it was

17 the August 1982 filing where we made specific points as

18 to what kinds of technical information we need on each
Ig one of those interrogatories.

20 JUDGE SCHINK: Excuse me. Could yo u cla rif y

21 what you mean by the second response? I have a Second

22 Supplemental Response.

23 MS. ENTWISLE: That's the same.

~} 24 JUDGE SCHINK: I received that in October.
u_)

25 MS. MACKLIN: I beg your pardon, sir, it was
.

O
Ns|
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1 the First Supplemental Response that was filed August 2,

2 1982 that is the Second Response to Interrogatories.

3 MS. ENTWISLEs I'm sorry, I stand corrected.

4 JUDGE H0YTa We should start numbering these
i

5 things.

6 (Laughter.)

7 JUDGE H0YTa Even my secretsry had problems

8 finding them. The first set of interrogatory

0 responses. Then we have the second set --

10 JUDGE SCHINK: The supplementary. That 's the

11 second supplements 1. She says it's the supplemental.

12 JUDGE H0YTs Yes, and then there is the second

13 sup plem entsl .

() 14 JUDGE SCHINCKs Which would be the third

15 t esponse.

16 JUDGE H0YT: The third response.

17 MS. MACKLINs Your Honor, if I might add very

18 briefly to the point Col. Smoker made, with all due

19 respect to the efforts that his staff has been involved

20 in to review the "Second Supplemental Response" which

21 was filed and mailed just last Saturday and therefore, I

22 believe, received in his office, as he stated, the day

23 before yesterday, I believe it's inappropriate for Col.

(^3 24 Smoker to take the position that we have not complied
V

25 with the Board's order in the filing of that response.

O
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I
r- 1 That response reflects a strong, thorough,,

\m- ,

2 good faith effort to comply with this Board's order.

3 And if Col. Smoker and his colleagues are still in the

4 process of reviewing'it, I would appreciate it if they

5 would complete their review before making that type of

6 representation to the Board.

7 JUDGE H0YT: Fair enough. Anything else?

8 HS. ENTWISLE4 Not at this time.

9 HS. MACKLIN: No, thank you, Your Honor.

10 JUDGE H0YT: Would the Staff like to enter

11 into the foray?

12 MR. BACHMANN: Reluctantly, but we vill.

13 JUDGE H0YT4 Good.

() 14 HR. BACHMANN: On three separate occasions

15 during the discovery process, the Staff filed letters

16 with the Board indicating that we felt this was a

17 discovery dispute between the Licensee and the

18 Intervenor. And therefore, we really have no

19 substantive comments to make on the interrogatories and

20 responses thereto.

21 It has always been the Staff's position that

22 ve received ansvers to the interrogatories that we

23 submitted. If that is all they have , that is all they

24 have. If at some later date the Intervenors come out{} '

25 with something they have not responded to, we vill

O
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1 strenuously object to introducing any other information

2 they have not yet provided us. i

l
3 Our second point is that as f ar as the

4 discovery is concerned, the Staff's main object -- and

5 I'm now stating this on the record -- would be

6 identification of either expert witnesses who will

7 present direct testimony or any other individual or

8 individuals who are aiding the Intervenors in preparing

9 their case, whether it be on cross examination or in

10 their direct case. At which point, the Staff would then

11 nove the Board to, in some way, effect the depositions

12 of these individuals.

13 And we feel that the paperwork time is over,

() 14 and it's time to get down to the nitty-gritty to depo'se

15 the individuals who are either going to be testifying or

16 aiding Intervenors in their cross examination; find out

17 specifically where they stand, what their opinions are,

18 get it on the transcript and then we're ready to go to

19 hea ring just as soon as.it's completed.

20 JUDGE H0YT. Is it your position, then, that
.

21 these witnesses should be deposed rather than file

22 written testimony?

23 MR. BACHMANN: No, ma'am. What I am proposing

24 is that prior to the filing of the written testimony for

25 the hearing, that all parties have an opportunity to

O
,
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r~' 1 depose identified expert witnesses and/or those who will

2 be aiding in the preparation of the respective cases.

3 Once that is completed, we would consider, then,

9 4 discovery to be closed and at that point, a date to be

5 set for the hearing and the pre-filed written testimony

6 due 15 days prior to the start of hearing. At that

7 point, it would be filed.

8 So essentially, that is the Staff's position

9 insofar as this discovery dispute is concerned.

10 JUDGE H0YT: I wonder if Applicant could give
.

11 us a list of their expert witnesses within a given

12 period of time, a short period of time?

| 13 MR. BACHMANN: Excuse me, Judge Hoyt.
,.

() 14 JUDGB H0YTs Sir?

15 NR. BACHMANNs There was one other point I
~

16 forgot to make while I was speaking. I lef t out a

17 s to p . Once the depositions are over, the Staff would

13 suggest that a time certain be set for any motions for*

1g summary disposition. And then, of course, the hearing

20 would follow, a certain number of days subsequent to the

21 Board 's ruling on the summary disposition. I'm

22 apologize, I left that step out.

23 (Pause.)
!

(~) 24 JUDGE H0YTs All right. Let's go back to you,
LJ

25 sir. Can you get that witness list? j

|

(~% |

\_] ,

|

i
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1 NR. RICKARDs Yes, ma 'am.'}
'

2 JUDGE H0YTa When could you get it?

3 MR. RICKARD: Today, probably. A couple of

' O 4 hours.

5 JUDGE H3 Yrs All right, do it. 31ve it to us

6 today and we will put it on the record here today, and

7 then we vill memorialize it in a memorandum and order

8 that will come out later. See if you can get it to us

9 by noon.

10 HR. RICKHAN I was just going to say the.

11 gentleman that is going to go do the preparation

12 suggested sometime af ter lunch. Could maybe we hold the

13 record open until like the end of the business day today

() 14 to include that?

15 JUDGE H0YTs Well, we have some problems with

16 the travel schedules of our Board members here. The

17 only thing that --

18 JUDGE HILL: I have to leave t 2:00

Ig o' clock.

20 JUDGE H3YT: We could meet without him unless

21 there would be some objection f rom someone here. Dr.

22 Schink and I could meet with you after lunch to do that

23 particular mechanical work.

24 MR. RICKARDs To hand you the paper, if you
(}

25 vill.
.

l
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'

1 JUDGE H0YTs Yes. I want it in hand today.

2 MR. RICKARD: No pr6blem.

3 (Board conferring.)

4 JUDGE H0YTs We're going to pose that same

5 question to the Intervenors.

6 MS. ENTWISLE: We're not in a position to hand

7 in a witness list today.

8 JUDGE H0YT When will you be in a position?

9 MS. ENTWISLEs This is the first time I've
,

10 been posed with that, question.

11 JUDGE H0YTs Counselor, I'm going to be as

12 honest and as f air as I can, but this case has been in a

13 never-never land posture for at least a year. And I am,

() 14 not, and I don't believe my colleagues here on this

15 Board are going to be, too favorably inclined to believe

16 that these parties cannot get some names to us, because

17 I think you have been preparing, as able a counsel as I

18 know you are, for a long time. And I would like to knov

19 what short period of time you would need'to be able to

20 get that witness list to us.

21 MS. ENTWISLE: Excuse me one minute.
;

22 (Counsel conferring.) !

23 (Board conferring.)

24 MR. BACHMANN: Judge Hoyt, may I make a
(~')\_ ;

25 comment?

O
i
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1 1 JUDGE H3YTs Sure.
(

2 MR. BACHMANNs On December 3rd, 1981, the

3 Intervenors responded to the NRC staff's first set of

4 interrogatories. Our question simply was who are your

5 people? Who are your experts?

6 Now, Mr. McGurren here is looking f or a

7 reference. Under 10 CFR 2.740, which governs discovery,

8 every party is under an obligation to seasonably update

9 responses insofar as those responses identify --

10 JUDGE H3YTs Don't you think that's what we're

11 doing today?

12 MR. BACHMANNs Yes, but the point is they did

( 13 respond . They gave us a number of people.

() 14 JUDGE H3YT: That was what date?

15 MR. BACHMANNa December 3, 1981. Now they

16 a re , by the regulations, under an o'oligation that they

17 "shall seasonably update their responses" as regards

18 expert witnesses. Now, I can ouly assume that these

is people are still their experts and are still available

20 for deposition and that they are still the only people

21 tha t will be testifying.
1
'

22 JUDGE H0YTa Well, I think that this is
.

23 obviously, counselor, is an update of that list. I

T 24 don 't have any indication that we received a copy of~

(G
25 t h a t .

(QJ
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1 MS. MACKLIN4 Tha t has been filed, and I

2 Lelieve it's part of the docket, Your Honor, and I think

3 Mr. Bachmann is correct in stating that it would be

4 appropriate for us to supplement that list in the very

5 near futures i.e., within the next two to three weeks,

6 by letting his know which of the people on that list are

7 currently active and working with us.

8 JUDGE H0YTs This is another list than the one

9 you have?

10 MR. BACHMANN: Judge Hoyt --

11 MS. MACKLIN: No, this is the earlier one.

12 MR. BACHMANN: Judge Hoyt, I take exception to

13 another two or three weeks.

() 14 JUDGE H0YT: I'll get to that, don't worry.

15 We 're not going to take two or three weeks. We're going

18 to do some work this mornisq.

17 MS. MACKLIN4 Your Honor, I don't think

18 there 's any secrets about which persons have been

19 working with us in answering the fairly detailed

20 interrogatories.

21 JUDGE H0YT Then let us have those names.

22 MS. MACKLIN: Dr. Stillman -- I can identify

23 them right here and right now.
!
l

{3 24 JUDGE H0YTs Let's do it. Let's have the full
v'

25 names.

O
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| 1 MS. MACKLIN: Dr. Irving Stillman.

2 JUDGE H0YTa The same gentleman who is here

3 this morning?
'

'4 HS. MACKLIN: No,.your Honor.
!

5 JUDGE H3YT I'm sorry.

6 MS. MACKLIN I'll get to Dr. Lankford

7 shortly.

8 NR. BACHMANNa Your Honor, they have refused

9 to allow us --

10 JUDGE H0YTa Let counsel finish.

11 MR. BACHMANN: What I'm saying is, Dr.

12 S tillm a n --i

13 JUDGE H0YTs Counsel, I think I indicated to

() 14 you that I'd like counsel to finish, if you will,

15 please. You can have a shot later.

16 HR. BACHMANN: Excuse me, your Honor.

17 MS. MACKLIN: Dr. Irving Stillman of New York

18 City is identified in a number of the recent

19 interrogatory answers filed just last Saturday as the

20 responding technical person. Also, Dr. Ernest

21 Sternglass from Philadelphia, the University of

22 Pittsburgh, I beg your pardon, is similarly identified.

23 D r. Lankford, who is with us here today, has been

24 working with us on an informal basis.
{

25 JUDGE HOYTa He's not on that lict.

O

'
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{ 1 MS. MACKLIN: No, your Honor. He has just

2 been working with us for the last couple of months on an !
|

3 informal basis in assisting both Ms. Entwisle and I in

4 understanding some of the technical issues in the case

5 and in assisting us in finalizing who we can call upon

6 for this kind of testimony, and in conducting some

7 additional research to make sure that we found the best
8 and most available people.

9 I don't think it would be appropriate for Dr.

10 Lankford, whose substantive work in this proceeding has

11 been limited to answering one sub-iterrogatory, 32

12 either (b) or (c), f or him to be entered on our witness

13 list or deposed, and we would object.

() 14 JUDGE H0YT Why?
.

15 MS. MACKLIN: Because he is not going to

16 testify as of our current plans at this time in the

17 proceeding. And there's no obligation -- is I

18 understand the regs or the rules of discovery -- that he

19 be deposed at this time when he's assisting us

20 informally. He may be deposed, Your Honor, I might

21 indicate, in that one area on that one subinterrogatory

22 where he has come forward, but we are not otherwise

23 offering him as a witness.

24 I believe tha t we have a right -- I'll be
{}

25 happy to discuss it in greater detail -- to confer

..
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1 informally with persons other than those who we choose

2 to offer as witnesses across the boar $, as Dr. Stillman

3 has volunteered to do, and not to allow a group of this
|

4 kind that inf arisi consulta tion, which indeed we must

5 assume occurs both among NRC staff and among AFRRI staff

6 with many different technical people, which would

7 seriously handicap the Citizens Group in their ability

8 to understand and make a presentation in detailed

9 scientific a reas of this type.

10 JUDGE H0YT: But you would permit, without any

11 objection, Dr. Lankford to be deposed in the limited

12 area in which he has responded?

13 HS. MACKLIN4 That's correct, Your Honor, and
.

() 14 I misspoke if I suggested otherwise.

15 JUDGE H0YTa All righ t. I see no reason why

16 he can't be deposed in that area, however, if counsel

17 for whichever side wishes to have him deposed. Anything

18 else?

19 NS. MACKLINa No, Your Honor. Thank you.

20 JUDGE H0YT Okay, sir, go ahead.

21 HR. BACHMANNs The problem I have -- I

22 apologize f or interrupting earlier -- is that the

23 Intervenors have concealed the whereabouts of Dr.

24 Stillman quite effectively, and we would like to knov
{}

25 where he is.

O
.
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,r- 1 JUDGE H0YTs Well, he's been identified here
- Q)

2 as being at 5480 Wisconsin Avenue, Chevy Chase, Queens

3 College. Oh, no, that's where he graduated ; that's his

e 4 degree.

5 1R. B AC:4M ANN s I have been informed that Dr.

6 Stillman moved n New York City a number of months ago.

7 We have had no update on his sidress and have no ability

8 to contact him.

9 JUDGE H0YTa Have _ ou tried to get it from

10 them? Have you called over there and asked for it?

11 What have you done to help yourself, sir?

12 HR. BACHMANNs Basically, the Intervenors have

13 said that they wished -- on paper, I don 't have it in

() 14 front of me at the moment -- that they will not provide

15 the address of Mr. Stillman because of fear of
16 harassment or something.

17 MS. ENTWISLE: Your Honor, may I clarify

18 that? I think that it has been stated -- we have said
'

Ig that we will provide detailed information as to his

20 whereabouts undar a protective order. It is under Dr.

21 Stillman's request that ve[are withholding the

22 inf orma tion. I am not at liberty, as counsel or as his

23 sgent or anybody else's, to teveal his whereabouts when

(~T 24 he has not given ae his permission. We will have no
\~)

,

as problem with that if the Board would issue a protective !

(2) !
|

|
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1 order.
) |

2 JUDGE N0YTs All right. You draft the
|
!

3 protective order for us and send it up. |

4 JUDGE SCHINCKa You have given us.a draft
|

5 protective order, have you not? !

6 JUDGE H0YTs Not with respect to that issue.

!
7 MS. ENTWISLE: But it was brought up in our |

!
8 first supplemental response; either the first or second

9 response.

10 JUDGE H3YTs Yes, I recall that.

11 MS. ENTWISLE When they asked for the

12 identity of the witnesses and their residences and so I,.

!

13 f orth.

) 14 JUDGE H0YTs All right, that solves your
,

15' problem , Mr. Bachmann. You will get the information ?
,

:

16 under a protective order when the protective order -- i

t

17 I'd like to have that in, by the way, counsel, no later -

,

18 than 12400 noon Monday next; i.e., the 18th of October.
!

Ig MR. BACHMANNs That's perfectly satisfactory. '

!
20 MR. RICKARD: Your Honor, if I may, I'm not |,

!

21 sure what this protective order vill say, of course,
i

22 since it's not been drafted, of course.
[

!
23 JUDGE H0YTa Well now, counsel, you've seen

,

24 protective orders before; you can assume it 4111 readt

25 pretty much like they usually do. Now, what else do you !
!

'
i

e
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1 have in the wey of problems?

2 MR. RICKARDa I am concerned that perhaps Mr. |

I3 Bachmann or the NRC staff will receive the information,

4 and we, too, would be interested in deposing Jr.
'

5 Stillman.

6 JUDGE HOYT: Well, I would assume that the

7 protective order would cover all adversary parties .o

8 the Intervenors.

9 MS. ENTWISLEa Your Honor, I have a question.

10 Since I work in Pittsburgh and I have a 9:00 to 5:00,

11 and I am on the job on Monday morning, whether a mailing

12 by noon on Monday would be sufficient, or whether you

13 unticipate having it in your office on Monday?

() 14 JUDGE H0YT: Well, I'd like to have it in my

15 office on Monday. Can't you do it while you're here

16 today?

17 MS. ENTWISLEa We'll certainly try.

18 JUDGE H0YTs And then leave it if it isn't

19 absolutely neat, I'm not picky.

20 MS. ENTWISLE: If you're not concerned about

21 that, then I'm not.

22 JUDGE H0YT Just so long as it's legally

23 sufficient and it has all the good legal phraseology and

(~} 24 dates and numbers on it, I think we can take it. I'm
V

25 not picky about that. We'll get it out and have it
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1 served on Monday, if possible. Which probably means it

'2 will be served on Tuesday, you understand, but we'll

3 give it a shot anywsy on Mondsy.

O 4 Now, where are we?

5 MR. BACHMANNs I think we're back to the

"6 Licensee.

7 JUDGE H0YTs Yes. We've got the business of '

8 your list coming in today -- the witness list.

9 (Board conferring.)

10 Now, let's see.

11 MR. BACHMANNs Judge Hoyt, may I make one

12 statement on behalf of the Staff ?

13 JUDGE H0YT4 Sure, go ahead.

() 14 MR. BACHMANNs On October 30, 1981, the Staff

15 submitted its response to the intevenor's

16 interrogatories. On page 10 of that response we had our

!
17 witness list. Attached to it was the professional

18 qualifications of each witness. I have just been f

19 informed by the project manager of one change to that

20 list of potential witnessen, in that Mr. Blackstock, ;

21 Albert E. Blackstock, .will be replaced by Jerry E.

22 Koelling -- and I spell that K-o-e-1-1-1-n-g. And we'll

23 get the professional qualifiestions out to the parties.

24 Other than that, our witness iist is as we

25 submitted it back in October of 1981.
t
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rm 1 JUDGE H0YTs What was the change? The()
2 original person?

3 MR. BACHMANN: We eliminated Albert W.

9 4 Blackstock and are substituting Koelling,

5 K-o-e-1-1-i-n-g.

6 JUDGE H0YT Do all parties have that change

7 indicated? And it's on this record now.

8 Now, let's see, we were back to the Licensee.

9 You had a comment, I believe, or did you? Perhaps I

10 misread you.

11 MR. RICKARDa You satisfied my concern.

12 (Board conferring.)

13 JUDGE H0YTa I believe you indicated your

() 14 dispute was with the "for example," we started out and I

15 asked you to go back. Well, apparently it will be

16 easier to do it your way and take up the disputes that

17 you had in the interrogatories 12 through 22 as an
.

18 example of those 37 problem areas that we have, since

to each interrogatory I assume is a problem area'.

20 MR. RICKARD The numbers that we have perhaps

21 used are misleading because the numbers have grown.

22 There are 37 interrogatories and we have gotten down to

23 counting pieces of interrogatories when we use numbers

(' 24 instead of whole interrogatories. So there are, what,
(_)''

25 37 pieces?

(%
\/,

|

|
'
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1 MR. SMOKERS A total of 120, about 120-some

2 questions.

3 MR. RICKARD: There were 120 pieces.

O 4 JUDGE H0YTa Those are parts of the 37 whole.

5 MR. RICKARDs Correct.

6 JUDGE H0YTa Now in the area of the 12 to 22,

7 you have heard counsel give us a list of those that they

8 have given you as answers as complete as they can give.

9 We can put out all the orders on motions to compel and

10 grant them, but we're not going to get anymore answers

11 if that's all they've got. So does that satisfy you,

12 af ter hearing it this morning so f ar as their 12 to 22?

13 MR. RICKARD If they're on the record as

() 14 saying that they've given us -- and they are, as I

15 understand it, anyway -- as having given us everything

16 they have, there's no useful purpose to be served by

17 continuing to argue discovery motions, as f ar as I'm

18 concerned.

1g JUDGE H0YTa Exactly. That's my point. So I

20 vant to be sure that I have you on record here this

21 morning --

22 MR. RICKARDs You do.

23 JUDGE H0YTa -- that you have no additional

(} 24 problem areas so f ar as a list of interrogatories that

r 25 counsel for the Intervenor read this morning 12(a) --

O
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(~} 1 and I'm going to go through these again -- 12(a), (c),
us

2 ( d) ; 13; 14; 15(b) through (d); 16(a), (b) and (f);

3 17(c) and (d); 18(a) and (c) and (d) -- that shoula be

O 4 (a) through (c) and (d).

5 HS. ENTWISLE: It's just (a), (c) and (d).
t

6 JUDGE H0YTs (s), (c), and (d). I didn't get

7 the coma in there. 19(a), (c) and (f); 20(a), (b) and

8 (d); 21 (a) and (e)s 22(a), (d) and (e); and 29(e).

9 ER. RICKARDs Could I have a moment?

10 (Pause.)

11 (Board conferring.)

12 JUDGE SCHINCK: I would like to make sure that

13 ve all understand what that list is, because as the

) 14 discussion developed, my first impression of what you

15 were saying is that you had not answered these, and then

16 subsequently you said you had answered these to the best

17 of your ability, and perhaps both statements are true.

18 But could you clarify the situation for me?

19 MS. ENTWISLE: We feel we have answered them
.

20 to the best of our ability with the informa tion we have

21 received in licensing documents and on the public record.

22 MR. SMOKLRs Could I make a comment in

23 ref erence to that? Some of the questions were addressed

(}
24 to them -- for example, they cited a malfunction. We

25 asked them specifically a What can occur if this

O
I

'
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1 malfunctions? Whst effect would this have on theU''
2 environment, the operation of the facility itself if

3 this malfunction occurred? They never answered that

O 4 question. They gave us an answer but diverted away from

5 the question.

6 And even in our motion to the Board to have

7 them compel, we stated that; we made that very clear,

8 that they averted the specifics. We wanted an answer.

9 Whatever they provide us is fine, as long as it is

10 pertinent to the question. But if I say what time is it

11 and you tell me 72 degrees it doesn't help the

12 situation. That's the type of answer and response that

13 we have received. So I don't know what additional

() 14 information -- if I said if I should open that door,

15 wha t eff ect would it have; it will let the air come in.

16 Fine, that's all we're asking them. Anything that ther

17 van t to say.

18 But to give us some indication of where

19 they're going so we can pursue from a scien tific

20 stsndpoint wha t they are trying to postulate. We can't

21 read their minds and we can't understand them from their
!

22 contentions, because based on our educations and our'

23 research in the nuclear industry to date, they're

f'S 24 unf easible. That's our problem, your Honor.,

! (m)
| 25 JUDGE H3YT: Major, you see not a lawyer, are
i

|
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q 1 you?
'u j

2 MR. SMOKERS No, ma'am.

3 JUDGE H0YT: I think that is perhaps the

O 4 answer to your question, truly. You have a lawyer

5 posing a question and you've got ancther lawyer

6 answering it.

7 (Lauchter.)

8 JUDGE H0YT I might be sympathetic to you,

9 but that's about all I can do to help you.

. 10 MR. BACHMANN: Judge Hoyt?

11 JUDGE H3YT: Yes, Mr. Bachminn.

12 MR. BACHMANNa I would like to comment on what -

13 Judge Schink said before; that is, we should put on the ;,

() 14 record the fact that the Intervenors have answered all

15 interrogatories with all the information they have.

16 What I'm looking at is that they are not waiting for a

17 protective order to give some sort of information, other

18 than the identity and addresses of witnesses.
,

19 Everything they have stated --

20 JUDGE H0YT: Of a witness.

21 MR. BACHMANN: Of a witness; that 's right.
;

22 JUDGE H0YT: There's only one and that's~the

23 ODlY one that the protective order is going to cover,

24 that one witness, is my understanding of what we were

25 asked to 10.
.
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T 1 MS. MACKLIN: That's right, Dr. Stillman.
Js

2 MR. BACHMANN: I would like to make it very.

3 clear on the record that there is no other information

O 4 being withheld subject to some other protective order,

5 since we do have this motion still outstanding, and that

6 everything they have put into the record as responses to

7 interrogatories l'; the full and complete information

8 they have, and that we won't be surprised later on that

9 they've got something else they haven't told us.

10 The staff would be perfectly happy if they

11 vere to make that statement on the record, that this is

12 all we've got; we've given it all to you. Let's just

13 make that very clear.

'r~
14 JUDGE H0YTs Well, I thought that's what we

16 had on the record. If I have misunderstood it, this is

16 the time for counsel to straighten me out.

17 MS. MACKLINa I'm not sure we fully understand

18 Mr. Bachmann's question. But insofar --

19 JUDGE H0Y.Ts I do. What problems do you have
1

20 with it ? l

21 MS. MACKLINs Insofar as Mr. Bachmann

22 contemplates depositions to further supplement what is

23 on record now, we would reserve the right which is given

(~}
24 us under the regulations he cited a little while ago to

25 further supplement our interrogatory ansvers in light of

C
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)
any information which should come to light during the1

2 course of those depositions, or that should come to

l3 light in the course of accidents at other TRIGA

CD 4 facilities around the country, for example, about which

5 information is periodically made available in the public

6 document roca.

7 With those two exceptions, Dr. Stillman and

8 Dr. Sternglass have fully answered to the best of their

9 ability all of the interrogatories that have been posed

to so far, based on the information available as of this

11 date. We have no problem stating that on the record. !

12 MR. BACHMANN: That is satisfactory to the

13 S ta f f .

() 14 MS. MACKLIN: We're not holding back anything,

15 if that's the question. I can put it in just that many

16 words.

17 JUDGE H0YTa In view of the information you

18 now have presently availeble to you.

19 MS. MACKLINs That is correct.

20 JUDGE H0YT: And that's the caveat to that.

21 Any problem with that, Mr. Bachmann ?
!

22 NR. BACHMANNs No.'

'

23 JUDGE H0YT Dr. Schink?

(} 24 JUDGE SCHINCK: Now, we're talking about a

25 selected list of interrogatories. Wha t about the rest
|

t
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1 of the questions that were covered in the motion to

2 comple that are not on this list?

3 MS. ENTWISLEs Who are you addressing that

4 question to? As I stated earlier, we feel that as we

5 sit here today, the Intervenor has responded fully and

6 adequately to all those questions with the exception of
;

7 the list I resd.

8 NS. MACKLIN: And that's based on the answers

9 that were filed on October 9th and served, that Colonel

10 Smoker referred to earlier.

11 JUDGE SCHINCKs So that if we have further

12 dispute on those answers, it remains to be treated

13 because the Applicant hasn't had a chance to study your

14 aost recent filing?

15 MS. MACKLIN As I understand their position,

16 yes.

17 HS. ENTWISLE: Could I interject something

18 right now? Dr. Lankford has informed us that he must-

19 lecve at 11:30. ''

20 DR. LANKFORDs I can stay until 12:00.

21 MS. ENTWISLE4 So if there are anr highly

22 technical questions to address to us, I would ask just

23 as a matter of common sense to please do it before 12:00

A 24 o' clock in order to get a substantive answer.
U

25 JUDGE H0YTa Did you have any?

O
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1 JUDGE SCHINCK: I don't think we're to that |O i

2 point in this casa.

3

|
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13.

O u
l

15

16 <

17

18

19

i 20

21

22

23

O ''
;

25

'O
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1 (Board conferring.),

2 JUDGE H0YTs We want to keep on with the AFRRI

3 reactor problem, the TRIGA reactor, but we also have the

O 4 cobalt-60 docket, and Judge Hill was concerned tha t

5 there might.be some technical question there.

6 MS. MACKLINa May we confer for a moment,

7 please?

8 JUDGE H0YTa Let me tell you why. There isn't

9 a contention in tha t case, and we are concerned about

10 whether or not you are,in a position this morning to

11 give us some indication of what contention, if any, you

12 are going to have in that.

13 MS. HACKLINs Let me speak to that.

() 14 Anticipating that we might prevail on the intervention'

15 questions this past summer, we filed two FOIA requests,

16 one with the NRC and one with the DN A, the parent agency

17 to AFRRI, concerning the materials on the cobalt

18 f acility. We received a fairly prompt response from the

19 NBC. They had to go back and retrieve some files that

20 were in storage. That material is in their public

i 21 document room, and we have begun to review it at the NRC.
|
| 22 We received from DNA a ref usal to grant our

23 fee waiver and a refusal to make the information

(}
24 publicly available and had to appeal that decision

,
25 aarlier in the summer. I just received yesterday from

i

'
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1 Lieutenant Harry Griffith at DNA a response to our
(~))

,

%
2 appeal letter stating that the material vill now be

3 available at AFRI between the hours of 9s00 and 4:00, |

O 4 and we are going to proceed out there and review it.

5 They still have not waived our copying costs, but we do

6 not believe that will be an obstacle if we have a public

7 place we can review the material.

8 JUDGE H0YTa couldn't you get that cost valved

9 for them? '

10 HR. RICHARDa No, ma'am. It is Lieutenant

11 General Griffith.

12 MS. MACKLINa I beg your pardon.

13 (Laughter.)

() 14 JUDGE H0YT You'll never get it.

15 (Laughter.)

16 MS. HACKLIN: Well, the long and short of what

17 I am saying, Your Honor, is that we are now in a

18 position to begin reviewing promptly materials from both

19 agencies with respect to the cobalt facility and would

20 hope to be preparing those contentions in the next

21 couple of months.
.

22 JUDGE H0YT I think I will speak for the

23 Board, and you all can object to this if you wish to.

{~ }
24 However, I would urge counsel to see that that is waived.

25 HR. RICHARDa I could articulate a little more

()
| |
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1 of the fee situation. I think you have one side of the

2 story. A great deal of the documents, or a great many j

3 of the documents that were obviously subject to a
I

4 Freedom of Information request that says give me
|

5 everything you have on cobalt-60 are presently and have

6 historically been on file with the NRC. The NRC's
,

7 response, by dredging ,that material out of Silver Spring

8 and other places and putting it in the public document

9 room essentially duplicates what AFBRI has.

10 The balance of the copylng costs are

11 videotapes, and that is obviously an expensive process.

12 And I don't think after they have viewed the videotapes

13 that there will be any ceal problem with obtaining the

( 14 copy of the videotape showing a robot going into'the

15 room to unstick an elevator. So I am not sure we have a

is problem with fees.

17 JUDGE H0!Ts The only thing I wanted to say is ,

18 that I would like to see that that fee is waived and

19 that the thing be moved over into an expeditious posture

20 without all of this waiving of inconsequential fee costs.

21 HR. RICHARD: The total fee cost involved was

22 around $900, which we don 't consider inconsequential.

23 JUDGE H0YT Well, I do not think that should

(} 24 be allowed to interfere with it. Move it into it, if

25 you can, or else your case is going to be delayed. Now, !
|

() '

!
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1 ve are trying to move as a Licensing Board, your case <

2 into the hearing posture. Ycu are the Applicant. If

3 You want to help yourself --

4 HR. RICKARDs We believe we have.

5 JUDGE H0YTa -- I think I would speak to the

6 good General and get him moving.

7 MS. MACKLINa Your Honor, we are perfectly

8 villing to proceed, as I indicated, with an initial

9 review of that asterial before we request any particular

10 copies, and we will try to accomplish as much on our
*

11 review as possible and minimize the question with

12 respect to copies, and give you prompt notice if it

13 becomes a problem.

() 14 JUDGE H0YTa So that is the only question we

15 had on cobalt-60 at this point. Just a moment.

16 (The Board conferred.)

17 JUDGE 80YTs We are not going wi'h the 2 or 3c

18 mon ths. There is a concern by the Board that you spoke

19 of 2 or 3 months, and I don't believe we are going to go

20 with any 2 or 3 months. When we get to the cobalt a

21 little bit later, I would like you to be prepared to

22 give us a better time f rame than that.

23 MS. MACKLIN: I beg your_ pardon, Your Honor.

24_0ur informal discussions with the NRC Staff had caused
25 u s , a t their suggestion, to suggest tha t time f rame. We

()
I
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1 had not given it thorough independent consideration
)

2 ourselves.

3 JUDGE H0YTs Well, the NRC does not speak for

O 4 the Board. And the Board is saying we want a better

5 time frame.

6 MS. MACKLIN: We vill be happy to try to

7 respond to that.

8 JUDGE H0YTa We are not being unpleasant to

9 you, sir, we are simply being firm.

10 All right, that disposes of that for the

11 moment. Let 's get back to the AFRRI. Now, we want,

12 af ter we take a brief recess for morning cof2ee here, we

13 want to see if we can't get a date certain for the
.

()| 14 depositions to be completed, all witnesses to be

15 deposed, and also I think I will ask the Staff

16 particularly, remembering that we have that Bev111e

17 report problem in those time frames that the Beville
.

Is report people established for us?

19 NR. BACHMANNs I don't think it would be --

20 JUDGE H0YTa Well, let me just finish by

21 saying I want you to use those time frames in order to
,

22 give us some indications of when we can move the dates

23 to a firm posture for che depositions, and then for the

| (} 24 summary judgment phase, and then when we can anticipate

25 going to hearing.

)
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|

1 ER. BACHEANNs Let me ask one question, Judge

2 Hoyt.

3 JUDGE H0YT All right.

4 MR. BACHMANNs Can I assume that we are

5 splitting of f the cobalt proceeding from the reactor, or

6 sho uld we try to assh them together?

7 JUDGE H0YT No. We are trying to mesh then

8 together. I am not seeing too much movement on
.

9 cobalt-60 at this time. We may have to do it, but the

10 mandate we got from the Appeal Board was, as I

11 understood it, to take those two cases together.

12 JUDGE SCHINKa Let's go of f the record.

13 (Board conferring.)

() 14 JUDGE H0YT Let me make the parties aware of

15 what the Board was discussing informally here at the

16 bench; that is, that we may not be able to mesh the two

17 cases together so far as hearing schedules which may or

18 may not have been the mandate of the Appeal Board.

19 But bactuse wa sta somewhat thead on the AFRRI

20 TRIGA case than we are on the cobalt-60, to the extent
i

21 we will be the same Board that will hear both cases or
!

22 both dockets, we may be hearing one phase of one case at

23 one time and one phase in another of the cobalt at a

24 auch later time, because we'do not want to hold the_{}
25 deposition disputes and interrogatory disputes to get in )

'

-
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1 a position of delaying us any further on that

2 TRIGA-Type.

3 And I frankly think this Board has delayed on |

O |

4 the TRIGA :sse with the assumption that we would not get !
!
'5 into the cobalt or we would get into it, whichever way

6 the Appeal Bosrd went on that, and we would be able to
|

7 take them together. But that is not going to be the

8 case. We are going to be substantially advanced in our

9 disposition of the TRIGA case than we are on the

10 cobalt-60 storage case. I think that is about the sua
I,

11 and substance of our conference on that one.

12 All right, now, could you get us that time

13 f rame list sometime this morning during the same period

() 14 that the list of the Applicant will be givsn to us?

15 HR. BACHMANNa I would suggest, you indicated

16 before we would have a brief recess, I think I can talk

17 it over with the Staff and perhaps give it to you orally

18 af ter the recess.

19 JUDGE H0YTs That's good enough.

20 MR. BACHMANN: We will put it on the record,

21 and then, of course, the other parties would have an

22 opportunity to connent on what we came up with.

23 JUDGE H0YT Exactly. That would be great.

24 We would utge that.j{ } ,

25 Let's take about a 5-minute coffee breaN.
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,

1 (Brief recess.)
|

2 ;
,

i

3
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1 JUDGE H0YT: The hearing vill come to order.~-

2 Let the cacord reflect that all the parties to the

f 3 hearing who were present when the hearing recessed are {O 4 sgsin present in the hearing room, with the exception of I

5 Dr. Lankford, who has been 1xcused during the recess.

6 Who wants to speak first? [

7 3R. BACHMANN: I would like to, Judge Hoyt.

8 JUDGE H0YTa Please. !

9 MR. BACHMANN: We^have come to a tentative I

to schedula, subject to certain nodifications. I mention |
t

11 that there are still a number of other items that are f
f12 pending before the Board. I think Hs. Entwisle or Ms. L

13 Macklin can address those..

() 14 We have tentatively agreed to attempt to hold

15 2.he depositions of the intervenor's witnesses in the *

16 first or second week of December subject to their

17 availability and our ability to -get a court reporter to

18 take a transcript. |

19 JUDGE H0YTa Deposition of the intervenor's

20 witness during the period of -- ?

21 MR. BACHMANN: The first two weeks of December.

22 JUDGE H0YT December 1 through 15, 1982.

23 MR. BACHMANNs That is, of course , subject to

24 the availability of intervenor's witnesses, and they've(}
25 indicated they will get back to us as soon as possible

,
.

'

|'
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1 and let us know.

2 Based on that, and that, of course, we would

3 consider would close discovery subject to certain other i

\-' 4 things we have pending here. We also suggested --

|

5 JUDGE H0YTa What are you doing? Setting the ;

6 close of discovery on the 30th of December? Is that the i

7 idea?

8 MR. BACHMANN: We would close it at the end of

9 the depositions.

10 JUD3E H0YT I'm sorry, the 15th. I said the
.

11 30th and I should have said the 15th.

12 ER. BACHMANNs We would also suggest that with

13 the exception of the amergency planning contention --

) 14 and that is something I want to address after we get

15 through this -- that motions for summary disposition be
'

16 filed at the and of January. We were talking about

17 January 26th.

18 JUDGE H0YTa Okay. What are you titling that?

19 MR. BACHMANN These would be motions for

20 summary disposition.
,

21 JUDGE H0YTa And you are suggesting January

'
22 26, 1983 for that?

23 NR. BACHMANNs I believe that is the last

(}
24 Friday in January.

25 JUDGE H3YTs Let's make it the 29th instead. ]
|
.

!
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1 That 's a Monday, and if something were to straggle in

2 over the weekend I would like to have the parties given

3 that benefit. So we will make that January 29 instead |

4 of 26th.4

5 HR. RICKARD: I believe in 1983.

6 JUDGE H3YT s Let's make it January 31, 1983.;

7 That gives you plenty of time to get all your motions

8 for summary disposition in by that time.

9 MR. BACHMANN4 Then any subsequent scheduling

10 would be based upon the regulations. My co-counsel here

11 is showing me the answers supporting or opposing the
,

12 action, according to 10 CFR 27.9 provides for 20 days.

13 JUDGE HILL: How many?

() 14 MR. BACHMANNs Twenty. And, of course,

15, assuming it is filed by mail, there's an extra five days

16 added onto that, so if anyone has a calendar perhaps we

i 17 can get a date certain.

18 MS. MACKLINs That would be the 25th of

19 February. That's a Friday.

20 JUDGE HILLS That 's calendar days ? Full

21 calendar days? '

22 MR. BACHMANNs That's full calendar days; I'm

23 informed by Ms. Mscklin that that would be the 25th of

'

24 February, which is a Friday.

25- MS. MACKLINs That's 20, if you add the five
T

O
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1 for mailing that's 25. If you take only the 20, th en

! 2 it's the.20th, which is a Sunday.

3 MR. BACHEANNa We assume that will be filed by

4 mail, so we assume that's the 25th.

5 JUDGE H0YTa Yes, by the 25th.

6 MR. RICKARD: Let me see if I understand the

7 arithmetic here, please. I have the 26th of January --

8 JUDGE H0YT With all that high priced talent
,

9 you have here?

10 MR. RICKARD: Well, that's why I'm doing the
,

11 srithmetic. I leave the mathmatics to them.

12 (Laughter.)
-

i

13 MR. BACHMANN: January 31st.

() 14 HR. RICKARDs Okay. The 31st day plus 25.

15 JUDGE H0YTs That makes it February the 25 th.

16 I would think even the members of the legal profession
;

17 could come up with that one. |
,

18 HR. RICKARD: I started it the wrong day.

19 (Laughtar.)

20 MB. BACHMANN: The next step after that, of ;
,

21 course, would be the Board ruling on the mo tion , and

22 that is certainly something we can set up on our own.

23 MR. McGURRENs Could I add something to that?

24 JUDGE H0YTs Surely.
|.O

25 HR. McGURRENs My name is J. McGurren. I note

|
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1 in here on Section 2.749 there's additional provision

2 made for what is called supplemental responses that may

3 be filed by the party opposing the motion within 10 days

4 after service of the ansvers. So in addition to the

5 date of February 25 the rules provide for an answer; 10

6 days for an answer of opposing parties. That is in the
'

7 same section, 2.749.

8 MR. BACHMANNs That applies to new facts and

9 arguments filed in support.

10 MR. McGURRENs I think you would have to make

11 provision for that, also.

12 MR. BACHMANNs Which would be 10 days plus 5

13 f or the mailing, so that would put us 15' days after the

14 31st.

15 MAJOR SM3KERs That would be tha 15th --
b

16 MS. MACKLIN4 February only has --

17 MAJOR SMOKER: Oh, after the 25th.
.

,

t

18 MR. BACHMANNs Plus five for mailing, which

19 brings us sometime in early March. '

20 JUDGE HILLS The 7th.

21 JUDGE H0YTs That brings us to March 7. The

! 22 Board ruling should be very expeditious after that. We |

23 vill be right on top of this. We'll probably come up

{}
24 with it in 30 days.

i 25 NR. BACHMANN: That is about as far as we were
!

:
I :

'

,
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- -1 able,to make any determinations for dates.
2 JUDGE H0YT Assuming we make it within 30

3 days, that is April.7th, roughly speaking. Then we

4 should be able to expect to go to hearing sometime about

5 mid-April as a good target date. That is giving the

6 Board 30 days to get its order out. And then --

7- MR. BACHMANN: Judge Hoyt, the regulations

8 provide for testimony being filed 15 days prior to the

9 hearing date. I would assume that we would need some

10 time af ter getting the Board's ruling to generate

11 testimony.

12 JUDGE H0YTs Assuming we came up with an April

13 7th ruling, --

-14 MR. BACHMANN Then we would need some time to 1

!15 file tesitmony.
1

!

16 JUDGE H0YTs That would give you roughly 15

17 days af ter that to file? Is that what you want?

18 MR. BACHMANNs At least.

MR. McGURRENs I'm just saying, Judge, by my

experience with proceedings in the past, if we don't

know until April 7th exactly what issues we 're going to

ce going to hearing on, --

JUDGE H0YT You're not going to have your

24 testimony prepa red .

25 MR. McGURREN s I think it would be difficult

O
!
,
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1 in 15 days to write the testimony. That's the only

2 point I want to make.

3 JUDGE H0YTs I think that is shooting a little

4 bit too fast. How much time, realistically, do you ;
,

! 5 think it would take to formulate your testimony? )
^

6 MR. BACHMANNs May we just confer with our

1 7 witnesses, and perhaps the other parties can consider
1

5 8 that.
'

9 JUDGE H0YTa Yes. I'm particularly concerned

10 tha t the intevenor be satisfied, too, on that.
.

) 11 MS. MACKLIN: There is, I believe, one
.

12 additional point Mr. Bachmann intends to work into the2

13 schedule. That is when the Board files its evaluation4

() 14 of their emergency planning document that's due in from

15 AFERI on November 3rd, I assume he gets to see that.
!

16 MR. BACHMANNs Yes, I'll reserve time to talk

17 about that. The Staff would like 40 days from the time

18 of the Board 's ruling on summary disposition, assumingi

i

1g that there is .a sufficient number of conditions that are

20 still in there. Obviously, if most of them are

21 summarily disposed of we could go quicker, but assuming

22 that all or at least part of all of the contentions are

23 still in the case and have to go to hearing, we would

24 like 40 days from the time of the Board's ruling.
'

s/
: 25 JUDGE H0YT4 To submit your written testimony?

|

)

|
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1 NR. BACHMANNs That's correct.

2 JUDGE H0YT All right. How does that stack :

!

3 up with what the intervenors feel they 'll need?

Ur 4 MS. ENTWISLE: Subject to what Mr. Bachmann is

5 going to bring up about emergency planning, we feel that

6 40 days is adequate. '

7 JUDGE H0YT Applicant?

'
8 ER. RICKARDs We vece hoping for 30, so 40

9 vill be just fine.

10 JUDGE H0YTs You just got 40. Now, we've made
,

11 tha t decision. Let's go ahead with the next one.

12 NR. BACHMANNs Then.I would say that

13 subsequent to the filing of the testimony, that we

() 14 could, of :ourse, go to hearing within 15 days

15 thereafter because all the testimony will be in. [

16 JUDGE H0YTa I'm concerned about whether the- -

17 intervenor would have sufficient time with 15 days after

18 the written testimony had been filed. Wily don 't you

19 confer for a noment with your people there and see what

20 you would like to do with that? They have more

21 logistics problems than others here do, and I want to be
f

- zt sure that they have an adequat shot at it.
'

>

23 MS. ENTWISLE We would ask for 20 days.

24 NR. BACHMANN: The Staff has no objection to
|

25 20 days.

,

,

!
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I
1

|

1 HR. RICKARD: No problem.
{)

'
2 JUDGE H0YTs All right. Judge Hill tells us

3 that brings us to about' June 7th or 8th for the hearings

O 4 to begin.

5 I must warn you that I have hearings to begin

6 next June in the matter of the Seabrook case, and I'm

7 going to have to work around that hearing for this case,

8 assuming I.will remain as Chairman of this Board. So I

9 share with you, Major, the horror of getting another 1

10 chairman, but --
,

,

11 MAJOR SHOKERs June 7 or 8th, Your Honor, I 'll
!

12 be overseas.
;

13 JUDGE H0YTs I'll go with you, then. ;

() 14 (Laughter.)

15 NAJOR SMOKERS I was supposed to go last year.

16 JUDGE H0YTs All right. That looks about like
,

17 what our future should be. I think that gives us some
'

18 pretty fira dates to work with. Let me review with you
!

- 19 --

20 MR. BACHMANN: Judge Hoyt, before.you go into f
i

21 that, I mentioned earlier we had one other matter
,

! 22 planning,- the emergency planning contention.

23 JUDGE H0YTs Well, maybe we'd better grind

.(
- 24 that into this.

25 55. ENTHISLEs I would say there's also |

;

o.

>

!
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. 1 outstanding the Commission's waiver of special rules.

2 JUDGE HILL 4 I didn't hear that.,

3 MS. ENTWISLEs In addition to the emergency
!

i
'

4 planning outstanding issue there is a motion or, more .

i

5 proper-y titled, a petition which is presently sitting

6 before the Board and has not been ruled on which was

7 filed back -- the first time was in April of 1981 and we
,

8 are still avalting the Board's ruling on that.
>

4

'
s JUDGE H0YTa Let me see if I can find where '

10 tha t -- I think what we need is an historian in that
11 case.

12 NR. BACHMANN: Judge Hoyt, I have a copy of it

13 here, if you 'd like that.

() 14 JUDGE H0YTs Let's see if I can find it here.
-

,

15 When was it filed?

i 16 MS. ENTWISLE: For the first time it was filed
i

17 on April 15, 1981 as part of our. statement of position,
a

18 going into the prehearing conference.

1g JUDGE H0YT4 Position of Petitioners on - t

j 20 unstipulated contentions?
|

21 HS. ENTWISLE4 That 's righ t. Now, in the May
'

22 1st hearing the Board ruled that we supplement that
;

23 petition which we did on, what was it -- I don't have
1

_24 the date here, but it was five or six days ~after the May*

# 25 hearing -- I'm sorry, the revision was filed on

(
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1 September 13, 1991. At that time, the intervenor filed

i2 a map --

j

3 JUDGE H0YTa I have that right here. Is that 1

(<-) ,

\- 4 the one you're speaking of? Intervenor's revision to

5 affidavit?

6 KS. ENTWISLE: Yes. That's right. Subsequent

7 to that, Chairman Carter wrote a letter to both staff

8 counsel and licensee counsel asking what their

9 respective positions on that revised affidavit were.
f

10 They both filed responsive letters saying they had

11 nothing further to add except that which they had

12 testified to on the May 1st hearing record.

13 JUDGE H0YTs I believe Judge Carter sent his

'( ) 14 notes out on the 1st of May 1981, and you responded on

15 May 12, 1981. Is that correct?

16 MS. ENTWISLEa (Nods affirmatively.)

17 JUDGE H0YT All right. I will examine that

18 first thing on Monday and see if we can get an order out

' 19 on that to you. -

20 HS. ENTWISLEa That would -- I would have to

21 say that the schedule we're making logically would have

22 to be dependent on the resolution of this outstanding'

23 issue and the othat outstanding issue about emergency

24 planning.

: 25 JUDGE H0YTa Let's dispose of this petition

>
.

.
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1 first, and then we'll talk about the emergency planning.( 3-
s_/ i

2 MS. MACKLINa Judge Royt, could_we suggest

3 that the emergency planning matter is a fairly

4 straightforward recitation of the Staff's schedule that

5 it anticipates, and might be more readily dealt with

6 than your ruling on that petition, which I would assume

7 you might want to give some evaluative consideration to.

8 JUDGE H0YT: I'll assure you of that. I just

9 don't have a handle on the petition and how

10 expeditiously we can get a ruling out, but it will
i

i 11 become a pricrity matter in the coming week and you will |

12 have it as soon as we can examine it and come up with a

13 discussion between myself and the other Board members

14 here.

15 NS. MACKLIN: Thank rou, Your Honor.

16 MR.' BACHMANN: Judge Hoyt, I might also point

17 out that the action of the Board, if they accept the

18 petition as establishing a prima f acie case, would then :

19 he to refer it directly to the Commission.
|
,
.

20 JUDGE H0YTs Very well. |

!

21 MR. BACHEANN: So the choice is really to deny ,

i

22 it or refer it to the Commission. I don't really think i

23 it impinges on our schedule. I

24 JUDGE H0YT Well, tha t's the Sta ff's(}
'25 evaluation.

,
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1 JUDGE HILLa Does it have to go to the

I2 Commission-as sua sponte?

. 3 MR. BACHMANN4 No. It says in 2.758(d), that

4 if a prima facie showing has been made on the basis of
1

5 the petition for affidavit, the presiding officer shall,

'6 before ruling thereon, certify directly to the

7 Commission for a determination. So I really don't think [

8 it will impinge on our schedule one way or the other. '

9 Getting back to the emergency planning, which !

10 as Ms. Macklin pointed out, is a f airly straightforward
t

11 scheduling matter. And I might add before getting into

12 that that I don't see any problems with -- if this
,

13 becomes a probles -- with splitting the hearing to the i

() 14 extent that this may be a separate issue, just because

15 of the timeframe involved rather than hold up the entire

16 hearing for one issue.

17 The problem we are into is that all research
:

18 and test reactors of a certain power level are required

19 to submit emergency plans on or before November 3,

20 1982. As a result, we have not yet received the latest"

21 information from the AFFRI people and that won't happen

22 until November 3rd, as we understand.

23 MAJOR SNOKERs On or before the 3rd, we will j

(]} 24 resubmit . We've already submitted an initial emergency-

25 plan based on the guidance that was -- I

)
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1 JUDGE H0YT Well, this is the 15th of

2 October; you don't have too much time to work on it.

3 HR. RICKARDs They've been working at it.

4 HAJOR S50KER: It's going through final edit.

5 JUDGE'H0YTs Oh, it's been finished. It's

6 just the mechanics of getting it out?

7 NAJOR SMOKERS Yes, ma'am.

8 NR. BACHMANN: I've been informed by Mr.

9 Carter that the Staff's review of the new information,

10 or however auch of it is new, submitted by AFFRI may

11 take as long as the middle of February for completion of

12 review. I realize that sounds like a long times we're

13 trying to be realistic. If there's information lacking,

() 14 we may have to go back to them, then respond and have it

15 reevaluated. So sm I correct in that?

If HR. CARTER: That's correct.

17 MR. BACHMANN: So a realistic date would be

18 the middle of February for our evaluation.

1g Now, we have had some disagreement with the

20 intervenors as to whether it is necessary for the

i 21 Staff's evaluation to be out before they can go ahead
'

22 and pursue the emergency planning contention. It is the

23 Staff's position 'that che Staff's review is not a
f-

24 prerequisite for them to pursue the contention. Ms.. }
25 Entwisle does not agree with me on that, however, -- I

O
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.

1 should let her speak to tha t.

2 Ihe point is the Staff's position is that the

3 intervenors should be able to pursue their emergency !

4 planning contention based on what is submitted by AFFRI

5 in November 3rd.

6 MS. ENTWISLEa Look at it just from the basic

7 level of procedural fairness. We have a tentative date

8 set here now for January 31st to submit our motions for

9 summary disposition, and as the attorney for the

10 intervenor, I am at a loss to know how I am going to

11 address the emergency planning contention when the

12 licensing agency has not come out with its final stamp

13 of approval or disapproval.
.

() 14 JUDGE H3YT I wonder how that recent decision

15 in the Catawba case might enter into that, Mr. Bachmann.

16 MR. BACMMANN: I just read that recently, and

17 I'm searching my memory for the principle involved there.

18 JUDGE H0YT We don't happen to have a copy of

19 that with us, do ve? I thought I would never part with

20 it, but apparently I didn't bring it over.

21 MR. MINTON: You didn't tell me to bring it

22 over.

23 JUDGE H0YTs We car. proceed without it, but I

24 hate to do this f rom the bench at this point, paraphrase

25 a case that I haven't got before me either, but I think

O
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1 unless you have the docuaents, you can 't formulate the
iO :

2 con tention. If you can't formulate the contention, then
{

3 you can't expect the intervenor to file a contention.

4 It's not a late-filed contention when they finally get

i
5 around to getting all the documents. ;

!

6 HR. SHULTES: I'm Captain Shultes from AFFRI.

t

7 We vill be supplying the emergency plan to all parties

8 in the proceeding, including NRC staff, and they would
i

9 have the same information the Staff has available for an
i
'

10 evaluation.

11 JUDGE H0YTa Well, there's another step in i

12 there, and there's a staff review, and that is what

13 ve're talking about noi.. ,
,

O '4 (8= ci ===1 rc1== > i
15

!

16 |

17

18
,

19 i

!

21 ;

i

21 '

23

r

O !
''

25
.

O,
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1 JUDGE H0YTs The position we took in the

2 Seabrook case, Mr. Bachmann, is that we wanted the Staff

3 review to be-scie available to the Intervenor before

4 they had to file anything, any contention on the

5 amargency planning. And I think we will go with that in

6 this case.

7 As Judges Hill and Schink both indicated in

8 our little conference up here, we still have that

9 cobalt-60 case hanging in the background anyway. We

10 might as well take the emergency planning at a later >

,

11 time'. I would rather defer that emergency planning and

12 give the Intervenor the benefit of the Staf f response
,

13 before they 'had to go anywhere with that.

() 14 MR. BACHMANN: Excuse me, Judge Hoyt. I'm not

15 sure if you used the correct word. They already have a

16 contention on emergency planning.

17 JUDGE H0YT We understand.

18 JUDGE HILla We know that. !

19 MR. BAGHMANN All we're talking about is the f
i

20 summary disposition motion and the response to that. |

!

21 JUDGE H0YT Exactly. And I do think I !

!
22 misspoke arself when I said " contention". Tha t was the

23 Seabrook situation, and I did misspeak myself. It is |
r

24 the motion, and I would like for the Intervenors to have !(}
25 the benefit of the Staff position before you had to file

|

|
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j

- 1 your motions on the summary disposition.

2 We would keep the same time frame between the-

3 closing of the discovery, considering the filing of the '

\- 4 Staff's position on the emergency plan as being the

5 close of discovery for that particular matter.
,

6 MS. MACKLIN4 So that would mean, Judge Hoyt, t

!

7 approximately 25 days after the receipt of the Staff

8 position we would be ready on all parts to file a motion |

9 for disposition?

10 JUDGE H0YTa Yes, that is correct. That keeps

11 the same time frames working throughout the case,

12 hopefully.

13 MR. RICKARDa And I would understand from that

() 14 that the emergency plan is fair game in discovery during;

15 the first two weeks in December, to the extent --

16 ES. ENTWISLE: I would object to that, at
1

17 least as the Staf f being the deposer. I'm probably not i

18 using the right word, but I feel it is not possible or

!
19 f air for Intervenors' deponent to respond to the

j

20 adequacy of the Government's review on emergency

21 planning questions unless and until we have had time to ,

22 review the final document.

23 JUDGE H0YT Sure , that's what we 're talking
7

i

24 about.
[}

25 JUDGE HILLS That's what we just said. j

|

O
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1 MS. ENTWISLE But we're talking about
'

2 depositions now, not summary disposition.
,

3 JUDGE H0YTa Right.

4 MR. RICKARDs So in other words, it's not fair

5 game.
|

6 JUDGE H0YT Not on emergency planning. How |

7 could they? I think counsel speaks well the position

8 that they take.
,

9 MR. RICKARD I have no problem. I just want

10 to know what the rules are.

'

11 JUDGE H0YTa All right. If you have no

12 problem, let's move along.

13 JUDGE HILLS The point we're trying to make

'() 14 here is that you have the capability of,. if this gets!

15 delayed , this issue of emergency response, that you have

16 the capability of hearing it in the portion of this

17 hearing which will be cobalt-60, so that you simply

18 defer it out of the earlier part which we have just set

is the schedule for, and we stay with that schedule on the

20 remainder of the TRIGA part of the docket, okay.

21 JUDGE H0YTa Now I think --

22 MAJOR SHOKERa I just have one question. What

23 about depositions in reference to the emergency plan?

24 MR. RICKARD: They just answered that'
.O

25 question, Ron. Maybe you'll check me out and make sure

LO
i
i
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1 I understood, but we are not going to ask any questions

2 about emergency planning until such time as the Staff

I 3 has provided its evaluation.

4 NAJOR SHOKER: Plus 45 days.
,

5 MR. RICKARD: And then 45 days thereafter. !

6 MAJOR SHOKER: We pick up with the other
;

7 schedule. '

8 JUDGE H3YT: And you'll be overseas, Major, so-

9 you won't have to worry about it.

I
10 (Laughter.) '

11 JUDGE H0YTa I think we've got everything done

12 on TRIGA that we can do here today, have we not? Any

' 13 other questions on that?

() 14 (No response.)

15 JUDGE H0YT We still want to find out when

16 ve're going to get do you intend to file a contention--

17 on that? It's probably the silliest question I've asked

18 today, but are you going to do anything with cobalt-60?
i

1g MS. ENTWISLEs As you're aware, the Commission

20 has extended its time in which to review the Appeal

- 21 Board's cobalt --
1

22 JUDGE H0YTa Within the limited framework of

23- the notice problem in that time, and that is to November

24 24th, I believe.] }

25 MR. RICKARD: 21st.

O
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1

.

n 1 JUDGE H0YTa 21st.
Q)

2 MR. RICKARDs They'll push it again, perhaps.
.

3 JUDGE H0YTa Probably will. But as I

4 understood it, it was merely on the matter of the notice
i

5 requirement problems and not as to the substantive part !

6 of the decision that the Appeal Board had already ruled

7 on. I may be incorrect in that, and if I as and it's

8 decided otherwise -- remember, my channels are rather

9 limited since I cannot ask questions, being in an ex
,

10 parte communications position. I have not any idea '

11 whether or not they will rule on any Cther matter in

12 it.

13 But my reading of the case, of the Appeal

() 14 Board case, indicated to me that the matter that the

15 Board, the Appeal Board, was concerned with was a notice

16 question, which would not be concerned with whether or

17 not this Board would hear the cobalt-60 proceeding.

18 MS. ENTWISLEs Then at this point we do intend

19 to submit contentions.

20 JUDGE H3YT .Very well. When?

21 MS. ENTWISLE: Until today I had assumed, and

22 obviously wrongfully, that we would conduct the rest of

23 discovery in the reactor proceedings and then sit -

(

24 dormant until we had caught up on the cobalt. I had)
25 assumed there would be one ' hearing ---

9

! *

I
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1 JUDGE H0YTs Did you read paragraph 3 of the

2 order?

3 MS. ENTWISLEs What we had talked about was

O 4 submission of the cobalt contention and then a
,

5 prehearing conference for that. And the date that was

6 suggested to us from the Staff was January 26th for the

7 cobalt contention. I think Staff has told me that they

8 had also made that calendar date on the assumption that

9 the two hearings would be combined into one.

10 Now, just from a realistic point of view, if

11 ve are going to be conducting depositions and working

12 toward summary disposition at the end of January, it is

13 7oing to be a real tax on the Intervenors' resources to

() 14 also within January 6th submit a contention.'

15 JUDGE H0YT4 Counsel, as I said to you this

16 morning earlier, I cannot believe that, having

17 intervened in this case, you haven't any conception of

' 18 where you're going. You only need one contention to get

19 into the case.

20 MS. ENTWISLE: We had pointed out earlier,

21 Your Honor, though, that the material we must review has

22 not been on the public record until recently, and some

23 of it still there is a question as to the capability --

24 JUDGE H0YTs I'd say between now and January(}
25 Cth you're going to have to do some diligent effort.

.

O
l'
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1 MS. ENTWISLEs To answer your question as to
) |

2 where we're going on it, until we've reviewed the '

3 evidence in the public record we don't know what the

4 contention, what the language of that contention is

5 going to be. We have alluded to it in general terms in

6 our previous filings in the cobalt matter, but it's
,

7 simply impossible.

8 JUDGE H0YTa What area were you looking at?

9 MS. ENTWISLE: We were looking at accident --

10 this is from memory. We were looking at accident

11 potential of the cobalt facility, and we cited the one

12 that happened in the spring of 1981 as an example of one
d

13 that could recur.

() 14 JUDGE H0YTs Was that the little robot running

15 around?

16 HR. RICKARD: That was the one about the robot
.

17 running around.

18 MS. ENTWISlEs We were looking at emergency

19 planning.

20 JUDGE H0YTa How can there be any difference

21 between the emergency planning problems in the

22 cobalt-60? -

23 JUDGE HILLS They're really together.

24 MS. ENTWISLEa That is why we had assumed the '(}
25 two hearings would be combined.

() .
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1 MR. RICKARDs There are two regulatory '

2 standards that are applied, though. The cobalt-60 is a

3 materials license and hasn't got the highfaluting

O-. 4 regulatory requirements on emergency planning that a

5 reactor license does. So that there is a difference,

6 aven though they are, as you pointed out, pretty close

7 geographically.
.

8 MS. MACKLINa Your Honor, the representation

9 was made at the Appeal Board hearing that they are i

10 approximately 40 meters apart in distance. And we had.

11 attempted to propound interrogatories with respect to

|
12 certain aspects of the cobalt f acility. The Licensee

13 declined to answer those interrogatories. And so at

() 14 this point that's why we've been working through the

15 FOI A route. I assume we will continue to work through

16 the FOIA route.

17 JUDGE H0YTa Let me ask counsel for the
18 Licensee, assuming we're going to go ahead with this

19 cobalt-60 case -- and it appears that we are, in the

20 view of the Licensing Board -- are you now in a posi: ion

21 to answer those interrogatories on the cobalt-60 that

22 were propounded by the Intervenor?

23 MR. RICKARD: Okay. We have, according to my

24 count , five interrogatories that are focused on the

25 cobalt-60.

.O
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1 JUDGE H0YTa When were those filed?{)
2 MS. MACKLINs About a year ago.

3 JUDGE H0YTs September 30, '81.

O 4 MAJOR SMOKER: They are Intervenors'

5 interrogatories to AFFRI. We took the position on those

6 cobalt-60, in September of '81, that it was irrelevant

7 to TRIGA. But we nevertheless vent ahead and answered,

8 two of thes, just out of the goodness of our hearts, I

9 guess, and partly as a means of educating our opponents

10 so that we could try to focus this a little bit.

11 JUDGE H0YTs Do you think your heart could

12 opeu up a little further to give the other three

13 responses, sir?

()'

14 M AJOR SMOKER 4 Yes, ma 'am.

15 HR. RICKARDs As a matter of fact, they're

16 going to get the answers in spades as part of the FOIA

17 thing.

18 MS. MACKLINs All we're saying, Your Honor, is

19 that FOIA is obviously a very time-consuming, although

20 sometimes constructive, vay to go in this proceeding-

21 obviously much moreso than the interrogatories.
{
'

22 JUDGE H0YTs Well, you're going to get them.

23 N ow , I want to know how soon you intend to give it to

24 them.

25 MAJOR SNOKER: We're tc1 king about three

O

'
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x

1 answers. I don 't hcVe the contentions in f ront of me.

2 JUDGE H0YT You got two answers, was the

3 representation counsel made, and now there are three.

O" 4 I'm trying to detarmine -- ';'

S
5 NAJOR SMOKER 4 We'll give it to them a week -

/
s'

8 from today.
,
,

7 HR. RICKARD: Give.them a.little roNe and
8 they'll hang us. '' '''

'

g JUDGE HOITa Thatis right.- '' ss f

10 MR. RICKARDs My folks advise me tihat a veilt

I? from today would provide us time to get together thai [ ' '-^

12 answers. I would point out, thou %gh, that if.woukd}be. .

w - -

13 very useful if the Intervanors as part of th'i~s FICAj -

? :' ' ~

O 14 process could maka an eff ort to' review the dccumenth '

'

%%.
.

15 that are being made available tosthem, becayse that will

16 answer most of their questions. . (;
'

~ "
. ;

L x-
' '

17 55. MACKLINs As I indicated earlier, we 'i'

-

x . -, ,,

18 certainly will. [' '

'sq )1g JUDGE H0YTs The Captain'back there has a --

' #s
20 q'uestion. ' ''

-

.

k .g r

21 CAPT. SHULTES: I would,just like to po, int out
~'y''
, .

22 that all of the interrogatories thattdealt with the +(
23 cobalt-60 f acility in the first round of Intervenods' yq

ri

24 interrogatories dealt with the connection between the '

'.1'
#

_ O Q .)y ~ ;. ,

I 25 cobalt facility and the reactor facillity, AF3RI, which '[3w . u
.,,

|
.

-

~ ' '
i s.,,

s %. 1;
-

s
|

-
s-

' '
.w,.

7,

,%' <J% r

*s .z .

'
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1 are separate, and there is no impact of an accident in

'

2 one on the other except for a potential delay ors

.
|

3. cessation. I|* .

| ~
,

V MR. RICKARDa Just leave that be. Leave that
.A

, ,

q 5 be. v

N'
6 EAJOR'SHOKER: The scientist speaking.

' ' .'

7 JUDGE H3YTs Well, I'll give him credit. He's
X |y

(o 8 eager. He's pushing.
.;' '

~

That's right, we are.'w e HAJOR SMOKER:s
,

to M R .~ RIbARDa
.

/
-

That's why we put him in back.s
, s

.%,.. / ,

*" 11 JUDGE N0Y,Ts I hope nobody reads this.~ ~ ,

12 transcript. ' '

N But'the answers will be forthcoming. We got
'

13,

O '- i4 that.one started =n tae road as <ar as that oo s..

- -
- - e g,

' '
- *i ~ 15 MS? ENTWISLFt. Thank you.

. s ,.

* '
16 MS. MACKLI3a Thank you.

~, . - a. .

l' '' 17 MRl +BBCity ANN g 'Jddge Hoyt, may we somehow get
s

- ,

x . . t.,
,,,

18 a date certain for submission of the supplement to thes

., _.
% ry s. s N,,

s 's -CC; to petition includingfthe c6ntentions on the cobalt-607
x

's) 20 JUDGE HILL 4 That's what we were trying to ain
\

'

21 a t. ,
,

'

i -,; 22 (Board conferring.)
*

\ ; \;* 21 JUDGE H0YT s. I'm going to have to ask, because
, .

w | , \|4

24 I just don't; have a fira enough grip on what you're
v '~

)5 going to he able to do with the information that you.e
v

. gi- ,-
- ,

, h,]~ pJg
/y*< s

4 y
, ,

. gjh ' [ h \;T/ 'o. . .
I ^%i h?*'-

j.
'

~

| r- e . . .?? .r ~'-

[t '[3/ ')
-- . -
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1 have, when are you going to get that contention for me?

2 You know, there's not a supplement, counselor. There's

3 no contention at all on cobalt-60. There's never one

4 been filed.

5 NR. BACHKnNNs What I meant by supplement, in

6 2.714 it says thats "No later than 15 days prior to the

7 first special prehearing conference, the Petitioner

8 shall submit t supplement to its petition which shall

9 include at least one contention."

to JUDGE H0YTs Don't you think the appeal

11 process has intervened in that and destroyed that kind

12 of a date problem. We've got to give the Intervenor a

13 better shot than that, I believe, Mr. Bachmann.

,( ) 14 NR. BACHMANN: N o, I --
'

'

15 JUDCE H0YT Wel1, I'm going to rule that way

16 anyway. We're going to determine from -- I'm going to

17 Cive you a shot in a sinute.

18 We're going to determine from the Intervenor

/ 19 when they can get it in. But what else did you have to

20 add to that?

21 MR. BACHNANN4 I just wanted to point out, the

22 var I read the Appeal Board's decision is the Appeal

23 Board had said the Petitioner now has standing.

24 JUDGE H0YT That's right.{}
28 MR. BACHMANNa But left open the question.

() '

,

| ou.o , o.m co. ,,c.
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1 JUDGE H0YTs That's why I said the appeal
)

| 2 process has intervened in that and we're back to square
i

3 one in their cobalt 60 intervention in this case.
|

4 MR. BACHMANN Hight,

l
5 JUDGE H0YTs' Go ahead. 1

!
6 MS. MACKLIN4 I beg your pardon. I did not

'

,

7 hear the last thing that Mr. Bachmann said because we

8 wore trying again to confer about the date for the

9 contention.

10 Ms. Entwisle had indicated before that J'anuary

11 6th would be a dif ficult date to meet. I think we would
12 make every effort and we would meet that date. I think,

13 given the other schedule matters for early December and

() 14 the need to review material and talk with scientific
15 persons who may be different than those whose expertise

18 has allovel them to assist us in the reactor proceeding,

17 we would need until January 6th to frame our one good,

18 plus any other good contentions.

19 JUDGE H0YT All right, fair enough.

20 Anything else?

21 MR. BACHMANN: The Staff would propose that we

22 have a 30-day deadline on responding to their contention

23 or contentions in writing, and then perhaps we could set

(} 24 a date.

25 JUDGE H0YT4 I'd like tt go for 20 days 14 ve

O
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1 could. Could you respond within 207

2 HR. RICKARD4 The direct answer to your ;

i

3 question is yes. Going from our experience, however, on

O 4 the TRIGA situation, that additional ten days might be
,

5 useful in teras of it being a stipulated contention that

6 would obviate the need for the Board to knock heads and

7 show us that we do have a litigable contention. All I'm<

8 suggesting is that an investment of ten days might be

9 worthwhile over the long period, and would therefore

10 suggest 30 as opposed to 20.

11 JUDGE H0YTa That would be simultaneous with

12 the response for the Staff as well?
|

| 13 NR. BACHNANN4 Yes.

() 14 JUDGE H0YTs They usualir get a little later

15 period, I think.

16 NR. RICKARDs That's right.

17 JUDGE H0YTa You wrote the rules and I think

18 you put some extra time in there for yourself. But

19 we're going to ask you to stick to the 30 days. I think

20 that's probably a good comment. In 30 days maybe we can

21 get a stipulated contention.

22 HR. RICKARDa It's worth a shot.

; 23 JUDGE H0YTs Anything else?

( 24 (No response.)

25 JUDGE H0YTa Now, we asked for that list of

| CE)
l

!
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1 witnesses. Do you have them?
)

2 MR. RICKARDs Yes, ma'am, if I say. I
!

l
3 JUDGE H0YT4 Yes, sir, go ahead. ;

( !
| 4 HR. RICKARD: We did not come prepared this .

5 morning, obviously --

!
6 JUDGE H0YT: We thank you for your list. !

I
7 HR. RICKARDa with a fins 1 and complete |

--

'

i
8 list. I do have a list of 21 people who represent a I

!,

f
9 fairly tentative list at this point. We would like the

10 privilege of, assuming seasonable notice, adding to this

11 list or deleting from it. Our objective --
,

12 JUDGE H3 Yrs Or substituting.
.

13 MR. RICKARDa Or substituting.

() 14 Our objective is to try to make it possible

15 for the Board to try to get its arms around what it is

16 that is going on. A number of the witnesses who are

17 listed here have somewhat sketchy addresses, and this is
.

.

18 not one of the more professionally prepared documents

; 19 that the Licensee has published so far.

20 But I would ask that the Board accept this as

21 kind of a note for the reporter.

!'

22 JUDGE H0YTa We can attach that to this record
|

23 as counsel's Exhibit A if you would like. Would you
;

() 24 like me to do that? It will be so' directed, then. !

25 (The document referred
;

i

I.
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|

1 to, marked Applicant

2 Exhibit A for
*

| 3 identifiestion, follovss) |

O ,

4 I

5

6

7 >

8
'

'

9 .

10

'

11

12

13

14,

15

16
4

17

18

19 i

20

' 21
;

22

23

24

25

O |
|
!

'
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The following is a list of expert witnesses who may be called to testify in the manner
of the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute (AFRRI), Docket No. 50-170.

1. Dr. Frank Munno Department of Nuclear Engineers
University of Maryland
College Park, MD.

2. Mr. Wade 3. Richards Argonne National Laboratories - West
Idaho Falls, Idaho

3. Dr. W.L. Whittemore General Atomic Co.
San Diego, CA.

4. Dr. Ralph H. Peters " "

5. Mr. Gordon B. West " "

6. Dr. Massoud T. Simnad " "

7. Dr. Samuel H. Levine Penn State University
University Park, PA.

2. Dr. Gordon E. Robinson " "

9. Dr. Gary Sandquist Mechanical Engineering Department
University of Utah

O seit teke city, U1 h-

10. Dr. John Randall Texas A&M University
College Station, TX.

I1. Lt Col James 3. Conklin, M.D. Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute

12. MA3 Asaf Durakovic, M.D. " " "

13. Mr. Marcus L. Moore " " "

14. MA3 Ronald R. Smoker " " "

15. Capt Joseph 3. Sholtis, Jr. " " "

16. Mr. William Webber " " "

17. SFC Harry H. Spence " " "

.

18. Dr. John M. Arras National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, Maryland

19. Mr. Lester Slaback National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, Maryland

20. CPT Leonard A. Alt US Army, Korea
.

21. Mr. Robert Loesch Canbea Industries
Meridian, Connecticut

.
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1

1 JUDGE H0YT4 I just attached it, so I think

2 that ends it. Anything that's passed around here like

3 this I think should be attached to the reco rd. There's

' 4 a reason for that ruling.

5 I must confess that I immediately have some

6 problems here. For example, on number 20 you have -- is

7 that Captain --

8 MR. RICKARD: Captain Alt. He used to be

9 assigned at EPRI, until fairly recently he was. He

10 assisted us in answering early interrogatories.
.

11 JUDGE H0YT U.S. Army, Koras?

12 MR. RICKARD: We don't have an APO for him.

13 JUDGE H0YT: Let me ask you where there may be

) 14 other problems such as that matter?

1s BR. RICKARD: We can make it a little bit more

16 possible--

17 JUDGE H0YT Let me finish here.

18 Would you designa te someone in the AFRRI

1g office there who could respond to any queries that the

20 Staff or the Intervenor may have as to where these

21 people are or where a better and more specific address

22 could be made? Could you give us the name of an

23 individual?

24 NR. RICKARD: Major Ron'ald Smoker will(}
25 respond.

O
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{} 1 JUDGE H3YT And give the parties a telephone

2 number whece you could be conta cted.

3 MAJOR SMOKER: 295-1096 or 1290.O-

4 JUDGE H0YTa And that's ares code 301?

5 MAJOR SHOKERa Yes, ma'am, or 202. Both of

6 them are.

7 JUDGE H0YTs Is there anything further on that

8 one?

9 (No response.)

10 JUDGE H0YTs Tha t 's grea t.

11 Major, we will assume that you will respond

12 esgerly to these questions.

13 MAJOR S53KER: Definitely, and promptly.

() 14 JUDGE H0YTa And I do thank the counsel for

15 obtaining this. That was very well done.

16 MR. RICKARDa The thanks are due back here. I

17 just said do it and they took care of it, ma'am.

18 JUDGE HCYTa To you and your staff.

19 Anything else before this hearing this

20 morning?

- 21 MR. RICKARDs I t'ould have one other thing.

22 Judge Carter last May, as did Judges Hill and Schink,

23 had the opportunity to pay a visit out at AFRRI to look

() 24 at the physical structure, and we would offer you and/or

25 your collesgues the same opportunity if you so desire.

O
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[}
1 JUDGE H0YT: I only have one problem with

2 that. Our office I think had some of their personnel in

3 the Board's office here in Bethesda go through it, and IO
4 deliberately did not take that advantage because I did

5 not want to go --

I
6 MR. RICKARDa Unescorted?

7 JUDGE H0YTa -- unescorted by either someone

8 from the Intervense or the Staff, preferably from all

9 sides. Are you extending that same invitation to them?

10 MR. RICKARDa Yes, absolutely.

11
~

JUDGE H0YT: If you wish to make th a t -- a n d I

12 would like to go through the facility, but I will not do
'

13 it unless both the Staff and the Intervenor are in
() 14 attendance. An$ I ask that whoever conduct the tour be

.

15 instructed not to aake any pitches for their side of the

16 case.

17 MR. RICKARDs I had to kick people the last

18 time over that, but I think we've succeeded.

19 JUDGE H0YT Well, kick once more for this

20 group when we go through.

21 If you'll call my office and make that

22 arrangement.

23 MS. MACKLINa Judge Hoyt, I might indicate on

(} 24 the record that I will be available between now and
25 December 15th to accompany any such tour, and the only

O
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{]) 1 problem would be a small amount of advance notice. At

2 sy office, I did not indicate but should do so here

3 today, it's an extremely busy and overextended schedule,
)

4 that has caused me the need to withdraw from these

5 proceedings in mid-December.

6 . JUDGE H3YT If you will call me on Monday and

7 give oar office an indication of wha t dates you have

8 open, vs will take the one which will fit our -- and you

g also, Mr. Bachmann, if you care to. And I would prefer

10 that you do have someone available, either yourself or

11 your co-counsel.

12 MR. BACHMANNa Would you call me?

13 MR. RICKARD: If you like, and only because

14 you might not havs assumed--

15 JUDGE H0YT I would like to do that.

16 MR. RICKARDa This af ternoon or right now?

17 It's completely up to you.

18 JUDGE H0YTa No, thanks, I can't make it

1g today.

20 Is there anything else that may need to be

21 discussed?

22 (No response.)

23 JUDGE H3YTa You are withdrsving,'as I

(') 24 understand it, in December?

25 MS. MACKLIN: That's correct, Your Honor. We
;

O
i-
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'1 regret needing to do so, but unfortunately, given the
O :

2 schedule of ma tters in my own personal schedule and my

3 other office, af ter a careful review we've determined we

O~ 4 simply don 't have a choice in terms of responsiblo !

5 representation to those clients we have.

6 JUDGE H0YT We thank you for that statement

'7 on this razord.
.

8 Is there anything further?

9 (No responsa.)

10 JUDGE H0YTs Then I don't see any need of

11 having any time this af ternoon. I think we 've completed
;

12 all the matters that we can today. I thank you for your f
i

13 attendance here. I'm sure I speak for Judges Hill and

O '4 s=*1== e* e-
i

15 This hearing is closed.
,

i 16 (Whereupon, at 12:17 p.m., the prehearing

17 conference was adjourned.)
[

I18 * * *

19

20

~

21

,

22

23

O ''

25

-O
,
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